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Full service from SMS
group ensures maximum
availability of the CSP®

plant at EZDK

CSP® plant at Al Ezz Dekheila Steel Company (EZDK).

Al Ezz Dekheila Steel Company (EZDK) based in
Alexandria, Egypt, has concluded a full-service contact
with SMS group for its CSP® plant (Compact Strip
Production). The service contract covers the X-Pact®

electrical and automation systems as well as the
mechanical equipment, hydraulic systems and process
technology. For EZDK, this ensures permanent support
and assistance for the complete CSP® plant.
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Within the scope of this full-service contract, enquiries
from EZDK are centrally addressed to the service team
responsible for X-Pact® electrical and automation
systems and processed by SMS group experts around
the clock. For X-Pact® electrical and automation
systems, 90 percent of the support services can be
performed via hotline or teleservice. If field service
support is required on site, experts from the respective
specialist departments will be sent out to the plant.

"A major advantage of our service partnership with SMS
group is their quick response time and the ability to
provide immediate and unbureaucratic support. The
service staff of SMS group knows the plant and also the
state-of-the-art technology and can therefore quickly
identify and implement smaller optimizations,” says Eng.
Ashraf Khamis, Head of Flat Steel Plant at Al Ezz
Dekheila Steel Company.

EZDK thus ensures high plant availability and increased
plant productivity avoiding time-consuming
troubleshooting.

X-Pact® automation cabinet at Al Ezz Dekheila Steel Company
(EZDK).

SMS group is a group of companies internationally active in plant construction
and mechanical engineering for the steel and nonferrous metals industry. It
has some 14,000 employees who generate worldwide sales of more than EUR
2.9 billion. The sole owner of the holding company SMS GmbH is the Familie
Weiss Foundation.
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